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MeJKAYHapOAHOH KOMHCCHeH no PaAHal.\HOHHbIM eAHHHIJ;aM H H3-
MepeHHHM (ICRU) 6b1Jla peKOMeHAOBaHa HOBaH CHCTeMa onepa~H
OHHbIX BenH'lHH 3KBHBa.JieHTHOH A03bl AJIH paAHa~OHHoro MOHHTO
pHHra. IlpeAJIOX<eH cnoco6 onpeAeneHHH onepal.\HOHHbIX BeJIH'lHH 
3KBHBa.JieHTHOH A03bl HeHTpOHOB, OCHOBaHHbIH Ha nHHeHHOH cy
nepn03H~HH IlOKa3aHHH ABYX THilOB AeTeKTOpOB H Il03BOnHID~HH 
o~eHHBaTb 3KBHBa.JieHTHYID A03Y HeHTpOHOB B AHanasoHe 3HeprHH 
OT TeIIJIOBbIX AO HeCKOnbKHX COTeH lliB. 

Pa6oTa Bb!IlOntteHa B fla6opaTOpHH HAepHbIX npo6neM 01-UHf, 

IlpenpHHT 06-&eAUHenuoro HHcmTyTa 11Aepu1,1x uccne,a;onaumi. ,lly6ua 1989 

Aleinikov V.E., Krylov A.R., Timoshenko G.N. 
Neutron Dose Equivalent Determination 
in the Energy Range from Thermal 
to High-Energy Neutrons · 

E16-89-668 

The International Commission on Radiation Units and Me
asurements (ICRU) has recommended a new system of operati
onal dose equivalent quantities for radiation monitoring. 
The technique for the determination of neutron operational 
dose equivalent quantities is proposed. Linear superposi
tion of two types of detector reading allows the estima
tion of the neutron dose equivalent with energies from 
thermal to hundreds of MeV. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Reactions, JINR. 
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Introduction 

Neutrons usually dominate the dose equivalent in radiation 

fields outside the shield of high-energy accelerators. There are 

srnnificant differences in the neutron spectra outside . the ac

celerator shielding and no single detector can be expected to 

give a response that is proportional to dose equivalent under. all 

circumstances in the entire energy range. 

The ICRU has recorrimendedm a new operational dose equi-

valent quantity, the ambient dose equivalent that is 

appropriate for strongly penetrating radiation for purposes of 

environmental and area radiation monitoring. 

This article has been prepared as a contribution to the 

still ongoing international discussion on 1mplementat1on of a new 

system of ICRU operational quantities. The purpose of the paper 

is to propose a technique used to determine H•(10) and the 

peak summed dose equivalent for neutrons in the energy 

range from thermal to hundreds of :MeV in radiation areas outside 

the shield of accelerators. 

li{tln2l1 and technique 

Let us consider the function 

(1) 

where 

f(E}= fa.iR,, 
a(s are independent on energy coefficients, 

R.i •s are the detector responses. 

If Q.t•s were selected so, that ;f(E) 1s proportional to the 

neutron fluence-to-dose conversion factor h(E) of monoenergetic 

neutrons for the additive operational dose equivalent quantitY 

H , that 1S 



then 1n a radiation field of neutrons with the spectrum (p(E) 

the operational dose equivalent quantitYHis g1vfrn by: 

· E,,uuc · I: 1>1«1< 

H = J <J'(E)h.(E)dE 0t. i a.. J <f'(E)Rt(E)dE. 
t,.;n . ~ E111in 

Taking into account that 
E'n,a,. 

Nt"' J <f>(I:) R.,(E)olE, 
E11t11t 

where N~ 's are the detector readings, we obtain 

HO! L.a~N- . . .. 
I. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Thus, in order to estimate the quantitYHwe should find such 

detector responses ~(E.) , for which the linear suPerPosition (1) 

meets condition (2), then measure readings and calculate the 

sum (5). 

Two types of detectors· were chosen to cover the neutron 

energy range from thermal to hundreds of MeV, These are a multi

SPhere ·detector<2l and a neutron counter with Plastic sc1ntil

Ia tor(3-5J, The multisphere detector is well known. The counter 

With a plastic scintillator is a neutron detector (a Plastic 

POlYStYrene scintillator 120 mm in diameter and in heHlhtl 

surrounded bY a protective scintillator in· the form of a cup 

viewed by another PhotomultiPlier of a veto counter operated in 

ant1co1nc1dence · with the neutron detector to suppress the 

recording of the charged component of the radiation field- In the 

case of measurement outside the shield of high-energy ac

celerators no special reJection of gamma-rays is necessary as 

the hHlh threshold of the neutron sH!nal reg1stra tion 1s used. 

The · pulse - height spectrum is measured in a multichannel 

analyzer, the scale of which iS calibrated in the units of. 

electron energy. The quantity of the form 

2 

') 

~ ..... 

r 

f 

, 

Ni(Tj)·=· Ylj 
(6) 

is used as the re·adings of the detector, where is the thresh-
• 

old expressed in the units of equivalent electron energy < MeV 

eee), which corresponds to the channel number j: 
summary count in channels with numbers over j. 

t'tj is the 

The detector response functions for different thresholds of 

signal registration were calculated by the Monte Carlo code !6J, 

MultisPhere detector response functions (7) as well as the 

response function of the counter with the Plastic scintillator 

are shown in FHI, 1, 
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Fig. 1- Respon,.;e Functions of Donner spe~trometer for various 

moderator diameters in inches and of the neutron counter (reduced 

by a . factor of 10) at various thresholds of s1gnal regis.tration 

in Mev eee. 

~ 

The shape of the resPonse functions of detectors can be 

changed either using different moderators in the case of the 

multiSPhere detector or different thresholds T for the counter 

with a Plastic scintillator. Moderator diameters and threshoi'ds T 

were used as Parameters L <see eq.(1 lJ to approximate the 

neutron fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factors h.(E) 

monoenergeuc neutrons for i.tc-10 J and hp. 
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The approxima lions of h 't10) and 1-:t, p by the expressions 

h."(10) = -f .53·1010R6 (5u)- 5.26·10"1°Re,(5"J+4.07·109 R8 (10')-
-2.36·1ii9R8(12.'}+ 3.38·f6HR5 (7)-3.17·1011Rs(3S)t- c11 

+4. i8•16"'"Rs.C100) 

and 

h.p·= -5.B8·-10HR"(~")-t2. 81·1o 9Ra(-f2"Jt 1.22·10
41RsC7J+ 

-t 2..97·fOH R,(30) + 1.02-1010 Rs(90) (81 

are shown in Frn.2 and Fig.3. In expressions (71 and (81 R8W· s 

are the responses of Bonner spheres with different moderator 

diameters Cin inches!, Rr,(L} 's are the responses of the counter 

with Plastic scintillator for different. thresholds MeV eee J. 

Dose equivalent per unit. fluence at depth of 10 mm on the 

Principal axis for neutrons incident 1n a plane parallel beam on 

the ICRU sphere C8l was used as 
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Fig. 2. Approximation of Ii (10) by expression (7). 

2,5 10-8 to 20 MeV. For higher energies there is no data for lt(10) 

that sPans the entire energy range. Dose equivalent per unit 

fluence at a depth of 10 mm for neutrons incident in a Plane 

parallel beam on a 30 cm thick semt-infini te slab Phantom C8l was 

therefore used as h,*(10) for neutron energy more· than 20 MeV. 
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Fiil, 3. A PProxima tion of hpby express ton (8). 

The conversion coefficients h.p(E) were taken from the USSR 

radiation Protection r_egu1at1ons (91, 

conclusions 

Linear superpos1t1on of the detector responses as a function 

of neutron energy follows closely the functions required with the 

excePtion of thermal neutrons which are of little importance for 

neutron dose equivalent in radiation fields outside the shield of 

hrnh-energy accelerators. The bias errors of the method are es

timated to be less than a few per cent for tYPical neutron 

sPectra at proton accelerators. 

It would also be relatively simPle to modify this method to 

accommodate Possible changes in the · definition of neutron 

conversion coefficients for operational dose equivalent quan

tities. 
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